Model-based imaging of damage with Lamb waves via sparse reconstruction.
Ultrasonic guided waves are gaining acceptance for structural health monitoring and nondestructive evaluation of plate-like structures. One configuration of interest is a spatially distributed array of fixed piezoelectric devices. Typical operation consists of recording signals from all transmit-receive pairs and subtracting pre-recorded baselines to detect changes, possibly due to damage or other effects. While techniques such as delay-and-sum imaging as applied to differential signals are both simple and capable of detecting flaws, their performance is limited, particularly when there are multiple damage sites. Here a very different approach to imaging is considered that exploits the expected sparsity of structural damage; i.e., the structure is mostly damage-free. Differential signals are decomposed into a sparse linear combination of location-based components, which are pre-computed from a simple propagation model. The sparse reconstruction techniques of basis pursuit denoising and orthogonal matching pursuit are applied to achieve this decomposition, and a hybrid reconstruction method is also proposed and evaluated. Noisy simulated data and experimental data recorded on an aluminum plate with artificial damage are considered. Results demonstrate the efficacy of all three methods by producing very sparse indications of damage at the correct locations even in the presence of model mismatch and significant noise.